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Last!but!not! least.! I!would! like! to!extend!my!heartfelt! thanks! to! the!Ministry!of!Research,!





























































This! dissertation! addresses! two! different! aspects! related! to! food! security! problems! in!
Indonesia,!particularly!from!the!aspect!of!food!accessibility!and!availability.!!
!
The! first! essay! deals! with! the! assessment! of! undernutrition! vulnerability,! in! which! we!
highlight!the!importance!of!assessing!the!probability!of!being!nutrient!deficient!in!the!near!
future! as! a! complement! to! the! current! nutritional! status.! The! empirical! investigation! is!
conducted!by!employing!the!Just!and!Pope!(1979)!method!to!estimate!the!vulnerability!rate!
across!households.!By!exploiting!the!households’!socioeconomic!characteristics!and!district!
specific! information,! the! study! finds! that! income! is! the! most! prominent! indicator! in!
determining!the!sufficiency!of!nutrient!intake.!Moreover,!two!micronutrientZrelated!variables!
are! educational! background! and! the! health! facilities! provided! in! the! region.! Higher!
educational!background!and!a!greater!number!of!health!facilities!are!correlated!with!higher!









The! subsequent! essay! aims! at! examining! the! transmission! of! the! international! rice! price!
(Thailand!and!Vietnam!price!as!the!reference!price)!movements!to!the!domestic!price.!As!a!
big! rice! imported!country,! Indonesia! is!prone! to! the! shock! from!the! international!market,!
given! the! thin! feature! of! the! world! rice! market.! We! test! whether! the! error! adjust!
asymmetrically!by!applying!Vector!Error!Correction!Model!with!ECM!being!split!as!well!as!the!
threshold!effect!(Threshold!Vector!Error!Correction!Model).!The!findings!reveal!that!there!is!


































































































































infrastructure).! Despite! this,! poverty! and! malnutrition! are! chronic! in! this! province.! The!
concern!about! insufficient! food!access!at!the!household! level! is!examined!by!studying!the!




focus! on! the! availability! of! rice! throughout! the! country! (we! use! national! data! for! this!
assessment),!which!is!a!prominent!aspect!of!society,!notably!because!rice!is!the!staple!food!
for!most!Indonesians!and!makes!up!approximately!70%!of!the!main!source!of!calorie!intake.!























Poverty! alleviation! programs! have! shown! some! improvements! over! the! last! five! years.!
However,!the!poverty!gap!index,!which!shows!the!depth!of!poverty!compared!to!the!poverty!
line,! has! shown! no! progress! (Statistics! Indonesia,! 2017),! and! the! inequality! in! income!
distribution!increased!from!0.35!in!2008!to!0.42!in!2015!(Arif!and!Wicaksani,!2017).!The!World!
Bank!(2018)!states!that!around!40%!of!the!population!lives!just!above!the!poverty!line.!Thus,!




















affordable,! and! stable! rice! price! is! the! government’s! overriding! objective! in! every! policy!
















until! the! 1997! crisis! (McCulloch! and! Timmer,! 2008).! The! third! phase!was!marked! by! the!
declaration! of! agriculture! revitalization! in! 2005,! whereby! rice! production! regained! its!




played!an! important! role!as! it! received!an!explicit!price! stabilization!mandate!and! import!
monopoly!(Timmer,!2006).!Through!a!combination!of!policies,!BULOG!succeeded!in!creating!
food!security.!It!sourced!rice!from!farmers!and!imports,!and!maintained!a!certain!amount!of!
rice! as! a! buffer! and! released! it! to! manipulate! the! market! price.! Unfortunately,! BULOG!
collapsed! when! the! 1997! crisis! emerged! because! of! corruption! within! the! institution!
(Yonekura,!2005).!Privatization!and!revocation!of!monopoly!rights!then!became!the!inevitable!
choice!to!overcome!the!huge!operational!costs!of!BULOG.!Furthermore,!from!1999,!rice!price!














In! accordance!with! the! description! outlined! above,! this! dissertation! tries! to! address! two!
different!aspects!of!the!food!security!issue!related!to!food!accessibility!and!food!availability.!
The!first!segment!(chapter!two)!is!about!the!importance!of!understanding!and!measuring!the!
index! of! vulnerability! to! nutrition! deficiency.! We! explore! household! characteristics! and!
districtTspecific! information! to! construct! the! vulnerability! index! using! an! Indonesian!



































calcium,! and! iron,! despite! the! country’s! economic! development.! Data! from! the! East! Java!
socioeconomic!household!survey!of!2013!are!used,!and!the!methods!of!Just!and!Pope!(1979)!
are!employed!to!measure!vulnerability!to!calories,!protein,!calcium,!and!iron!consumption,!


















links! to! permanent! economic! growth! through! various! paths! (Strauss,! 1998;! Arora,! 2001).!
Health!and!productivity!represent!channels!from!which!nutrition! leads!to!better!economic!
performance.!Admittedly,!a!wellTnourished!society! is!a! form!of!human!capital! investment,!
which! has! a! pivotal! effect! on! economic! development! both! in! the! short! and! long! term.!









suffered! from! stunted! growth,! 13.3! %! were! wasted,! and! 17.9%! were! underweight!
(Departemen! Kesehatan! Republik! Indonesia,! 2013;! FAO,! 2015).! Additionally,! 87! million!
Indonesians!were!food!insecure!and!nearly!20!million!people!went!to!bed!hungry!everyday!
(FAO,!2015;!World!Food!Programme,!2014).!These!numbers!are!a!serious!concern.!In!the!case!
of! micronutrient! deficiency,! Hartini! et! al.! (2003)! pointed! out! that! the! intake! of! calcium,!





young! adults,! 26%! in! children,! and! 11%! in! the! adolescent! population.! In! terms! of! zinc!
deficiency,!the!numbers!were!doubled!with!64%!young!adults,!60%!children,!and!45%!adults!
suffering!from!zinc!deficiency.!Some!policy!implementations!may!have!a!positive!impact!in!











“food! secure”! or! “wellTnourished”! according! to! the! first! World! Food! Summit.! These!














studies! show! that! in! a! country!where!undernutrition!prevails,! the!problem!of!obesity!will!
follow!(double!burden!problem).1!These!two!problems!are!transmitted!through!agricultural!
policies!that!tend!to!provide!high!calorie!but!low!nutrition!food,!leading!to!an!overfed!and!

















East! Java! is! a! province! in! the! east! of! Java! Island,! which! has! a! good! socioeconomic!
performance.! Since! the! 2000s,! it! has! had! a! moderate! and! stable! growth! rate,! and! it!
contributes!significantly!to!the!national!economy!(Table!2.1).!Moreover,!in!the!last!five!years!













among! children! under! five! years! of! age,! has! remained! stagnant! since! 2005.! The! lack! of!




























weekly! vitamin!A! and! iron! supplementation! in! 24! junior! high! schools! in! East! Java! among!
children!aged!12T14!years.!The!study!was!conducted!to!examine!the!prevalence!of!low!vitamin!















undernutrition.! Then,! we! introduce! the! data! and! present! the! estimation!methodology! in!




The!present! status!of! individual!nourishment! is! inadequate! to!ensure! that! individuals!will!
continue!to!uphold!their!recent!condition!in!the!near!future!given!the!risks!that!might!switch!
them!over!to!the!other!side.!Accordingly,!the!concept!of!vulnerability!has!become!popular!to!
predict! this! uncertainty.! Furthermore,! there! are! substantial! studies! on! measuring!
vulnerability! in! different! areas,! namely! poverty,! climate! change,! natural! disaster,! food!
security,!and!many!more.!Capaldo!et!al.!(2010)!classify!them!into!two!broad!categories.!First,!




More! specific! to! undernutrition! vulnerability,! Nakelse! and!Ouedraogo! (2010)! employed! a!
stereotype! logistic! regression! model! to! analyze! the! food! vulnerability! of! Burkina! Faso’s!
population! in! 2006.! They! found! that! farm! size! and! diversification! activities! are! the!main!
factors! explaining! food! vulnerability! of! a! household.! Furthermore,! Scaramozzino! (2006)!
adopted!the!risk!management!valueTatTrisk!method!to!quantify!a!household’s!vulnerability!to!
food! insecurity.! However,! this! model! requires! much! household! data,! which! are! rarely!
available!in!developing!countries.!!
!















This! conceptual! framework! explains! that! a! household’s! expected! future! nutritional! status!
depends!largely!on!the!household’s!present!conditions!and!its!ability!to!adapt!to!shocks!that!





There! have! been! a! number! of! studies! related! to! current! household! characteristics! to!
determine! a! household’s! future! nutrition! intake.! Most! of! the! researchers! use! income,!
household!size,!and!education!level!as!variables!to!predict!future!household!nutritional!status!





Meanwhile,! Block! et! al.! (2012)! showed! that! there! is! a! relationship! between! poverty! and!












by!Statistics! Indonesia!(Biro!Pusat!Statistik/BPS)! in!2013.!This! is!a!multipurpose!household!





















particularly! in! East! Java,! Indonesia.! Consequently,! a! stringent! assumption! was! needed!










Following! Just! and! Pope! (1979),! to! separate! the! risk! factors! from! the!mean! determinant!
variables,!the!nutrient!consumption!function!was!nonTlinearly!specified!as!follows:!!
!'" = 6789 + 0:4"………………..………………………………………………………………………….…!(3)!








to! overcome! this! issue,! our! second! step! was! to! assess! their! dependence! on! the! same!
independent!variables!through!a!set!of!parameters!:.!We!estimated!the!following!equation!
by!an!Ordinary!Least!Squares!(OLS)!regression.!
!ln/(4"∗) = 0": + @"………………………………………………………………………………………..…..!(4)!
!






Our! final! step!was! to! run!a!weighted!NLS! regression! for!equation! (3)!with!a!weight 0":,!
which!was!obtained!by!calculate!the!'"*!whereby!'"*='"/ 0":! .!We!regress! the!'" ∗!on!6789DE.G78H.!!
A!more!efficient!2/could!be!estimated!from!this!step.!!
!
Using! the! estimates! of! 2! and! :,! we! then! calculated! a! household’s! expected! nutrient!
consumption!as!follows:!
! I '" 0" = 0"2…………………………………………………..…..………………………………………....!(5)!
!
Further,! to! calculate! a! household’s! vulnerability! to! undernutrition,! we! assumed! that! '"!
follows! a! normal! distribution! such! that! each! household’s! estimated! probability!would! be!
given!by!




















7Tday! recall!method.! From! this! information,! we! converted! the! food! intake! into! the! food!
compositions!that!we!wished!to!evaluate.!!
!







We! estimated! daily! perTcapita! energy,! protein,! and! other! micronutrient! consumption! as!


















openness! of! households! to! information,! for! instance,! from! the! internet! or! social! media.!
Further,!we!used!motorcycle!ownership!to!describe!wealth!as!well!as!the!potential!mobility!
of!the!households!to!acquire!food.!PerTcapita!income!was!used!to!show!earning!capacity.!We!























household! characteristics! that! are! predicted! to! fall! in! the! category! of! an! undernourished!




































to! lower! levels! of! macroT! and! micronutrient! consumptions.! However,! an! increase! in! the!
number!of!cell!phones!was!associated!with!a!lower!variance!in!food!consumption.!A!possible!
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potentially! lowers! the! income! earned.! Regarding! the! last! variable! in! the! household!
characteristics!group,!that! is,!whether! it! is!a!femaleTheaded!household,!we!found!that!the!
micronutrient!consumption!increased!significantly!when!the!household!head!was!female.!On!











the! intake! of! dietary! energy! and! protein.! However,! this! variable! showed! a! significant!
correlation! in! increasing! the! intake! of! micronutrients,! which!means! that! the! greater! the!
number! of! health! facilities! provided! by! the! government,! the! greater! the! increase! in! food!
consumption,! especially! micronutrient! consumption.! Further,! villagers! were! found! to!
! 20!
consume!less!food!than!people!living!in!cities,!based!on!the!results!of!this!study.!This!can!be!


















Figure! 2.4! describes! the! distribution! of! nutrient! consumption! per! day! in! relation! to! its!
prediction.!We!draw!a! reference! line! showing! the! threshold!of!minimum!consumption!of!
calories!recommended!by!the!Ministry!of!Health!of!Indonesia2.!From!figure!2.4,!we!classified!



















Tables! 2.4a,! b,! c,! and! d! present! the! descriptive! statistics! of! household! characteristics! by!












predicted! to! have! a! future! calorie! consumption! that! is! lower! than! the! threshold! (food!









Following! the! regression!analysis,!we!present! the! vulnerability! estimates!by! analyzing! the!
magnitude!of!household!vulnerability!in!more!detail.!The!first!part!of!this!section!shows!the!
vulnerability!of!the!households!in!East!Java,!Indonesia.!We!then!examine!the!coTmovements!






















undernourished! and! vulnerable! households.! Being! undernourished! does! not! necessarily!
make!one!vulnerable,!and!not!all!nourished!households!are!stable!(invulnerable).!In!line!with!




It! is! imperative! that! policy! makers! consider! the! dimensions! of! undernutrition! from! two!




Chronic! and! transitory! are! two! terms! proposed! by! Devereux! (2006)! to! explain! the! time!
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Table! 2.6! shows! how! household! characteristics! change! across! the! seven! classes! of!
vulnerability,! two!classes!under! the!50%!threshold,!and! five!above.!Some!patterns!can!be!
observed!based!on!the!table.!Not!surprisingly,!the!intake!of!calorie,!protein,!calcium,!and!iron!
showed! a! decrease! with! an! increase! in! vulnerability! level.! Furthermore,! demographic!
characteristics! (household! size! and! age)! indicated! different! patterns.! The! number! of!
household! members! is! negatively! associated! with! the! index,! while! age! has! a! distinct!
association!across!macroT!and!micronutrients.!Next,!calorie!consumption!tends!to!increase!









monotonic! pattern.! Further,! a! decreasing! pattern! was! also! shown! by! perTcapita! income!
! 24!
indicating! that! the! lower! the! income!of! the!households,! the!more! vulnerable! they! are! to!
undernutrition.!Moreover,!households’!coping!capacity,!which!we!attempt!to!measure!by!the!
number!of!insurance!programs!they!possessed,!access!to!government!and!nonTgovernment!
assistance! programs,! and! to! financial! institutions,! showed! no! obvious! pattern! across! the!
vulnerability!index!except!for!the!number!of!insurance!programs,!which!tends!to!increase!as!




















economic! resources! such!as! income!and!assets! (cement! floor!area! in! the!household),!and!
more!workers!within!the!household,!although!the!data!indicates!that!a!majority!of!them!work!
in! laborTintensive! farming,! characterized! by! low! income.! Hence,! despite! more! working!
members,!their!contribution!to!increasing!the!family!income!does!not!significantly!increase!
consumption.!In!terms!of!education,!this!class!tends!to!have!a!lower!educational!background,!
on! average,! compared! to! other! classes.! Since! income! and! education! are! two! crucial!






In! this! section,! we! reiterated! some! of! the! results! that! have! significant! implications! for!
response!from!the!government!as!a!policy!maker.!!
!
















targeted!at! the!poor,!which! initially!aimed!to!help!people!cope!with! the!slowdown!of! the!
economy!because!of!the!1998!crisis.!These!are!cash!transfers!(conditional!and!unconditional)!
and!inTkind!transfers!(subsidized!rice!program,!health!insurance,!Program!Keluarga!Harapan,!




which! should! be! evaluated! by! the! Indonesian! government.! Moreover,! Ravallion! (1990)!
highlighted! the! income!effect!on!nutrition! in!developing! countries;! he! suggested! that! the!
! 26!
nutritional!status!of!poorer!countries!would!be!more!impacted!by!changes!in!income.!Another!
study! conducted! by! Skoufias,! Tiwari,! and! Zaman! (2011)! pointed! out! that! cash! transfer!
programs! could! play! an! integral! role! in! helping! households! protect! their! consumption! of!




WellTtargeted! cash! transfer! programs! optimistically! could! reduce! the! vulnerability! to!
















The! regression! results! showed! a! positive! relationship! between! the! number! of! insurance!
programs!owned!by!a!household!and!the!household’s!intake!of!nutrients.!Complementarily,!
the!vulnerability!indices!indicate!that!the!more!vulnerable!are!the!households,!the!greater!is!







before! the! data! used! in! this! study! were! collected! (i.e.,! 2013).! Despite! this,! the! health!








impact! on! macronutrient! consumption! differs! from! that! on! micronutrient! consumption.!




on! a! balance! diet! is! reflected! in! the! food! pyramid! that! has! long! been! implemented.! This!


















The! undernutrition! vulnerability! analysis! revealed! that! half! the! sample!was! vulnerable! to!
undernutrition.!Among!the!macroT!and!micronutrients!examined!in!this!study,!a!majority!of!
households! lacked! protein! intake,! followed! by! calories,! calcium,! and! iron.! The! current!
nutritional! status! cannot! be! used! to! determine! whether! a! household! is! at! risk! of! being!
undernourished! in! the! future.! In!other!words,! vulnerability!was!observed!not!only!among!
those!whose!nutritional!status!was!food!insecure,!but!also!among!food!secure!households.!
Among!the!secure!households,!15%!of!the!people!were!vulnerable!to!underTconsumption!of!




income! showed! the!most! obvious! pattern! across! vulnerability! indices.! Increasing! income!
could!be!the!key!to!deal!with!nutrition!problems.!This!would!call!for!the!promotion!of!cash!
transfer! policies! that! are!well! targeted! and!well! designed.!Moreover,! two!micronutrientT
related!variables!are!educational!background!and!the!health!facilities!provided!in!the!region.!
Higher!educational!background!and!a!greater!number!of!health!facilities!are!related!to!higher!
micronutrient! consumption! and! lower! macronutrient! intake.! The! household! head’s!
educational!background!plays!an!important!role!though!its!effect!differs!on!the!consumption!
of!macroT!versus!micronutrients.!A!higher!(lower)!education!level!promotes!(hampers)!the!
consumption! of! micronutrients.! The! household! head’s! education! is! also! a! factor! that!
decreases!vulnerability!to!nutrition!deficiency!with!a!higher!education!level!being!related!to!






Finally,! we! acknowledge! that! the! results! that! we! have! presented! are! to! be! considered!
preliminary.!This!study!employed!crossTsectional!socioeconomic!survey!data!of!households!in!










important! household! characteristic,! fails! to! reflect! household! knowledge! of! nutrition,!
specifically.!Furthermore,!the!only!government!assistance!program!that!has!a!direct!goal!of!
nutrition!improvement!is!Program%Keluarga%Harapan.!Unfortunately,!we!could!not!use!the!









































Indicators! !! !! Year! !! !!
!! 2012! 2013! 2014! 2015! 2016!
Growth!rate!(%)! 6.6! 6.1! 5.9! 5.4! 5.5!
Share!of!GRDP!to!national!economy!(%)! 6! 6.07! 5.86! 5.44! 5.55!
Population!(%!to!National!population)! 15.42! 15.32! 15.21! 15.11! 15.10!



























Variable! Unit! Mean! Standard!Deviation!
Dependent!Variables! ! ! !
Calorie!intake! kilocalories! 1934.89! 432.29!
Protein!intake! grams! 52.39! 14.098!
Calcium!intake! Milligrams! 887.84! 298.59!
Iron!intake! Milligrams! 14.297! 5.184!
! ! ! !
Household!specific!Variables! ! ! !
Household!size! Units! 3.53! 1.37!
Age!of!household!head! Years! 50.85! 13.08!
Household!head's!number!of!years!of!
education! Years! 6.59! 4.06!
Female!headed!household1! Proportion! 0.16! 0.37!
Number!of!labors!in!the!household! Persons! 1.85! 0.94!
Number!of!insurance!programs!! Units! 0.44! 0.56!
Number!of!assistance!programs!! Units! 0.18! 0.46!
Per!capita!income!! Rupiahs! 478244.9! 250554.3!
Number!of!occurrences!of!illness!(shock)! Units! 0.54! 0.93!
Engagement!with!financial!institution2! Proportion! 0.08! 0.27!
Motorcycle!ownership3! Proportion! 0.71! 0.45!
Number!of!cell!phones! Units! 1.47! 1.08!
Cement!floor!area!in!house! Square!meters! 77.96! 48.39!
District!specific!Variables! ! ! !
Number!of!primary!schools! Units! 8.29! 22.03!
Number!of!clinics! Units! 296.36! 645.01!
Number!of!markets! Units! 52.36! 132.71!
Rural!versus!urban!area4! Proportion! 0.49! 0.49!






















Coef! Std!Error! Coef! Std!Error! Coef! Std!Error! Coef! Std!Error!
Household! specific!
Variables! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
Household!size! T0.0131***! 0.0015! T0.0304***! 0.0086! T0.0277***! 0.0018! T0.0267***! 0.0086!
Age!of!household!head! T0.0520! 0.0058! T0.1543***! 0.0348! T0.0003! 0.0070! T0.0068! 0.0349!
Education! of! household!
head! T0.0060***! 0.0005! T0.0071***! 0.0029! T0.0057***! 0.0006! T0.0089***! 0.0029!
Female!headed!household! 0.0030! 0.0039! 0.0080! 0.0235! T0.0009! 0.0047! 0.0104! 0.0236!
No.! of! labors! in! the!
household! 0.0031*! 0.0017! 0.0172*! 0.0101! 0.0117***! 0.0021! 0.0122! 0.0101!
No.!of!insurance!programs! 0.0108***! 0.0024! T0.0395***! 0.0145! 0.0074**! 0.0029! T0.0212! 0.0145!
No.! of! assistance!
programs!! 0.0126***! 0.0034! 0.0184! 0.0201! 0.0028! 0.0041! 0.0024! 0.0202!
Per!capita!income!! 0.3197***! 0.0040! 0.2483***! 0.0241! 0.4166***! 0.0048! 0.4659***! 0.0242!
No.! of! occurrences! of!
illness!(shock)! 0.0062! 0.0014! 0.0129! 0.0086! 0.0018! 0.0017! T0.0009! 0.0086!
Financial! institution!
engagement! T0.0028! 0.0057! 0.0059! 0.0343! T0.0046! 0.0068! T0.0397! 0.0344!
Motorcycle!ownership! 0.0089**! 0.0036! T0.0428***! 0.0211! 0.0456***! 0.0043! T0.1067***! 0.0212!
No.!of!cell!phones! T0.0322***! 0.0018! T0.0297***! 0.0106! T0.0232***! 0.0021! T0.0344***! 0.0106!
Cement! floor! area! in!
house! 0.0028! 0.0027! T0.0112! 0.0161! 0.0137***! 0.0032! T0.0426***! 0.0161!
District!specific!Variables! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
Number! of! primary!
schools! T0.1718***! 0.0418! 0.0013! 0.0018! T0.0466***! 0.0077! 0.0002! 0.0018!
Number!of!clinics! 0.0004! 0.0004! 0.0023! 0.005! 0.0009*! 0.0001! 0.00037! 0.0086!
Number!of!markets! 0.0152*! 0.0058! 0.0012! 0.0003! 0.0004! 0.0011! T0.0006***! 0.0003!
Rural!versus!urban!area! T0.5115***! 0.4209! T0.0359**! 0.0180! T0.4948***! 0.0771! T0.0304*! 0.0181!
Share! of! agricultural!
sector!in!GRDP! 8.2745***! 0.5484! 0.0118! 0.0239! 1.2982***! 0.0974! 0.0853***! 0.0239!
Constant! 3.7041***! 0.0574! 2.8004***! 0.3379! T1.2558***! 0.0687! T3.8754***! 0.3388!
R!squared! 0.9688! ! 0.013! ! 0.9564! ! 0.0326! !






















Coef! Std!Error! Coef! Std!Error! Coef! Std!Error! Coef! Std!Error!
Household! specific!
Variables! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
Household!size! T0.0256***! 0.0024! T0.0842***! 0.0088! T0.1970***! 0.0034! T0.1650***! 0.0091!
Age!of!household!head! 0.0605***! 0.0097! T0.0083! 0.0354! 0.0998***! 0.0122! 0.0054***! 0.0007!
Education! of! household!
head! 0.0088***! 0.0008! T0.0050*! 0.0030! 0.0020*! 0.0010! 0.0072**! 0.0031!
Female! headed!
household! T0.0082*! 0.0066! 0.0418***! 0.0239! 0.0332***! 0.0081! 0.0501**! 0.0254!
No.! of! labors! in! the!
household! 0.0167***! 0.0028! T0.0078! 0.0102! 0.0142*! 0.0074! 0.0157! 0.0107!
No.! of! insurance!
programs! 0.0226***! 0.0039! T0.0374**! 0.0147! 0.0077! 0.0051! T0.0058! 0.0151!
No.! of! assistance!
programs!! 0.0208***! 0.0055! T0.0227! 0.0205! 0.0039! 0.0078! 0.0576***! 0.0215!
Per!capita!income!! 0.4134***! 0.0066! 0.2967***! 0.0241! 0.1726***! 0.0086! 0.0542**! 0.0262!
No.! of! occurrences! of!
illness!(shock)! 0.0103! 0.0023! T0.0099! 0.0087! 0.0059! 0.0029! T0.0140! 0.0091!
Financial! institution!
engagement! T0.0273***! 0.0093! T0.0301! 0.0349! 0.0091! 0.0125! T0.0554! 0.0364!
Motorcycle!ownership! 0.0409***! 0.0060! T0.0680***! 0.0215! 0.0315***! 0.0074! T0.0935***! 0.0223!
No.!of!cell!phones! T0.0325***! 0.0030! T0.0248**! 0.0107! 0.0174**! 0.0084! 0.0256**! 0.0111!
Cement! floor! area! in!
house! 0.0215***! 0.0044! T0.0217! 0.0163! 0.0077! 0.0057! T0.0565***! 0.0173!
District!specific!Variables! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
No.!of!primary!schools!
T0.2447***! 0.0363! T0.0005! 0.0018! T0.0023***! 0.0003! 0.0006***! 0.0001!
No.!of!clinics! 0.0008**! 0.0004! 0.0000! 0.0000! 0.0010***! 0.0001! T0.0001***! 0.0000!
No.!of!markets! 0.0096*! 0.0050! 0.0002! 0.0003! 0.0145***! 0.0009! T0.0009***! 0.0003!
Rural!versus!urban!area! T0.984***! 0.3704! 0.0118! 0.0184! 0.2503! 0.0542! 0.2860! 0.0193!
Share! of! agricultural!
sector!in!GRDP! 7.8424***! 0.4656! T0.0175! 0.0242! 0.1145! 0.0927! T0.0413***! 0.0300!
Constant! 1.1251***! 0.0941! 1.5684***! 0.3379! T0.0023! 0.0003! 0.0006! 0.0001!
R!squared! 0.9233! ! 0.0348! ! 0.861! ! 0.06! !













!! 1! 2! 3! 4!
Household!size! 2.82! 3.81! 4.1! 3.06!
Age!of!household!head! 50.43! 50.47! 51.44! 50.41!
Highest!education!of!household!head! 7.44! 6.51! 6.37! 6.86!
Female!headed!household! 0.23! 0.13! 0.14! 0.17!
No.!of!labors!in!the!household! 1.61! 1.81! 2.34! 2.03!
No.!of!insurance!programs! 0.40! 0.45! 0.48! 0.47!
No.!of!assistance!programs!! 0.18! 0.17! 0.17! 0.18!
Per!capita!income!! 680002.6! 384386.9! 335161.7! 565591.1!
No.!of!occurrences!of!illness!(shock)! 0.64! 0.58! 0.47! 0.41!
Financial!institution!engagement! 0.09! 0.08! 0.06! 0.08!
Motorcycle!ownership! 0.71! 0.72! 0.69! 0.70!
No.!of!cell!phones! 1.36! 1.52! 1.54! 1.39!
Cement!floor!area!in!house! 82.01! 77.04! 74.43! 80.65!
No.!of!primary!schools! 564! 553! 548! 575!
No.!of!clinics! 1444! 1361! 1349! 1427!
No.!of!markets! 76! 77! 75! 78!
Rural!versus!urban!area!! 0.47! 0.49! 0.50! 0.44!

































!! 1! 2! 3! 4!
Household!size! 2.48! 3.30! 3.87! 2.69!
Age!of!household!head! 52.82! 50.50! 50.44! 52.10!
Highest!education!of!household!head! 7.46! 6.38! 6.40! 6.83!
Female!headed!household! 0.26! 0.16! 0.13! 0.24!
Number!of!labors!in!the!household! 1.54! 1.82! 1.94! 1.63!
Number!of!insurance!programs! 0.37! 0.43! 0.46! 0.40!
Number!of!assistance!programs!! 0.15! 0.17! 0.18! 0.17!
Per!capita!income!! 859906.50! 472501.90! 381245.80! 742075.80!
Number!of!occurrences!of!illness!(shock)! 0.55! 0.56! 0.51! 0.59!
Financial!institution!engagement! 0.09! 0.07! 0.07! 0.10!
Motorcycle!ownership! 0.67! 0.71! 0.72! 0.70!
Number!of!cell!phones! 1.42! 1.41! 1.50! 1.39!
Cement!floor!area!in!house! 85.77! 76.70! 76.31! 82.57!
Number!of!primary!schools! 528.33! 551.84! 569.88! 565.24!
Number!of!clinics! 1361.2! 1353.78! 1399.33! 1348.47!
Number!of!markets! 83! 65! 45! 72!
Rural!versus!urban!area! 0.46! 0.52! 0.52! 0.44!
































!! 1! 2! 3! 4!
Household!size! 2.21! 3.39! 4.00! 2.43!
Age!of!household!head! 55.08! 50.14! 49.70! 54.17!
Highest!education!of!household!head! 6.64! 6.62! 6.61! 6.85!
Female!headed!household! 0.3! 0.14! 0.12! 0.27!
Number!of!labors!in!the!household! 1.43! 1.82! 1.99! 1.54!
Number!of!insurance!programs! 0.41! 0.43! 0.45! 0.38!
Number!of!assistance!programs!! 0.14! 0.17! 0.19! 0.15!
Per!capita!income!! 790704.40! 460721.10! 396125.80! 777379.00!
Number!of!occurrences!of!illness!(shock)! 0.69! 0.52! 0.50! 0.62!
Financial!institution!engagement! 0.07! 0.07! 0.08! 0.09!
Motorcycle!ownership! 0.70! 0.71! 0.75! 0.66!
Number!of!cell!phones! 1.13! 1.46! 1.60! 1.27!
Cement!floor!area!in!house! 81.23! 77.06! 77.90! 82.68!
Number!of!primary!schools! 561! 579! 591! 623!
Number!of!clinics! 1399! 1402! 1381! 1365!
Number!of!markets! 78.61! 51.16! 47.45! 49.87!
Rural!versus!urban!area! 0.5! 0.51! 0.6! 0.52!




























!! 1! 2! 3! 4!
Household!size! 2.93! 5.40! 5.49! 3.66!
Age!of!household!head! 51.09! 50.63! 50.41! 48.69!
Highest!education!of!household!head! 10! 6.5! 4.9! 9!
Female!headed!household! 0.12! 0.07! 0.06! 0.14!
Number!of!labors!in!the!household! 1.71! 0.27! 1.03! 1.03!
Number!of!insurance!programs! 0.43! 0.46! 0.46! 0.43!
Number!of!assistance!programs!! 0.3! 0.24! 0.1! 0.23!
Per!capita!income!! 505350.4! 361708.6! 326028.7! 446889.6!
Number!of!occurrences!of!illness!(shock)! 0.35! 0.43! 0.56! 0.41!
Financial!institution!engagement! 0.075! 0.069! 0.03! 0.045!
Motorcycle!ownership! 0.86! 0.67! 0.33! 0.74!
Number!of!cell!phones! 2.04! 1.31! 1.81! 1.55!
Cement!floor!area!in!house! 83.78! 76.72! 50.48! 75.6!
Number!of!primary!schools! 556.9! 585.6! 617.2! 564.7!
Number!of!clinics! 1443.6! 1468.1! 1477.4! 1422.4!
Number!of!markets! 83.53! 82.65! 74.83! 76.83!
Rural!versus!urban!area! 0.5! 0.54! 0.6! 0.54!


































Food!secure! 15.01! 30.6! 45.61!
Food!insecure! 41.29! 13.1! 54.39!
Total! 56.3! 43.7! 100!
Protein!
Food!secure! 13.61! 27.79! 41.4!
Food!insecure! 45.95! 12.65! 58.6!
Total! 59.56! 40.44! 100!
Calcium!
Food!secure! 12.55! 37.18! 49.73!
Food!insecure! 30.79! 19.49! 50.28!
Total! 43.34! 56.67! 100.01!
Iron!
Food!secure! 6.25! 49.51! 55.76!
Food!insecure! 16.7! 27.54! 44.24!

























! ! 0_20! 20.1_50! 50.1_60! 60.1_70! 70.1_80! 80.1_90! 90.1_100!
PerTcapita!
consumption!
calorie! 2261.55! 2105.07! 1955.09! 1823.59! 1710.05! 1660.93! 1651.91!
protein! 69.78! 64.71! 61.60! 57.05! 52.51! 48.95! 45.26!
calcium! 1158.60! 1089.19! 1017.40! 888.40! 822.50! 792.96! 764.22!
iron! 17.12! 12.69! 12.74! 12.14! 10.95! 9.95! 8.96!
Household!
size!
calorie! 2.73! 3.02! 3.46! 3.73! 4.00! 4.16! 4.44!
protein! 2.47! 2.60! 2.96! 3.22! 3.44! 3.62! 4.09!
calcium! 2.09! 2.38! 2.86! 3.33! 3.67! 3.96! 4.37!




calorie! 50.51! 50.40! 50.34! 50.71! 51.10! 51.28! 51.82!
protein! 52.01! 52.89! 51.62! 51.24! 50.88! 50.20! 50.09!
calcium! 55.59! 54.40! 52.11! 50.26! 49.64! 49.42! 49.09!





calorie! 7.27! 6.52! 6.46! 6.31! 6.33! 6.34! 6.29!
protein! 8.09! 6.72! 6.48! 6.44! 6.40! 6.31! 6.40!
calcium! 7.04! 6.61! 6.35! 6.58! 6.52! 6.77! 6.69!




calorie! 1.61! 1.71! 1.82! 1.92! 2.00! 2.04! 2.10!
protein! 1.55! 1.59! 1.73! 1.79! 1.84! 1.87! 1.99!
calcium! 1.41! 1.50! 1.71! 1.78! 1.87! 1.94! 2.10!




calorie! 0.21! 0.18! 0.15! 0.14! 0.13! 0.13! 0.13!
protein! 0.26! 0.25! 0.18! 0.16! 0.17! 0.14! 0.12!
calcium! 0.33! 0.27! 0.18! 0.14! 0.12! 0.14! 0.10!




calorie! 0.40! 0.41! 0.43! 0.45! 0.49! 0.46! 0.48!
protein! 0.35! 0.40! 0.42! 0.43! 0.41! 0.45! 0.47!
calcium! 0.39! 0.40! 0.41! 0.43! 0.43! 0.46! 0.47!





calorie! 0.19! 0.17! 0.17! 0.16! 0.19! 0.18! 0.17!
protein! 0.17! 0.15! 0.15! 0.16! 0.17! 0.17! 0.19!
calcium! 0.13! 0.15! 0.14! 0.16! 0.17! 0.19! 0.20!
iron! 0.15! 0.20! 0.21! 0.24! 0.25! 0.19! 0.22!
Per!capita!
income!
calorie! 772744.30! 549302.50! 420152.20! 373791.20! 343963.40! 324630.20! 307310.10!
protein! 980958.70! 718709.30! 558926.80! 488988.70! 440223.30! 400812.20! 346525.90!
calcium! 932964.30! 732468.10! 531995.00! 461326.10! 412355.70! 397027.30! 359884.40!





calorie! 0.64! 0.58! 0.53! 0.53! 0.47! 0.45! 0.48!
protein! 0.66! 0.61! 0.57! 0.55! 0.53! 0.56! 0.50!
calcium! 0.75! 0.63! 0.57! 0.51! 0.54! 0.49! 0.48!





calorie! 0.09! 0.08! 0.07! 0.07! 0.07! 0.07! 0.07!
protein! 0.10! 0.09! 0.07! 0.07! 0.08! 0.07! 0.07!
calcium! 0.08! 0.08! 0.07! 0.07! 0.07! 0.09! 0.08!
iron! 0.07! 0.08! 0.08! 0.08! 0.10! 0.09! 0.06!
Motorcycle!
ownership!
calorie! 0.74! 0.72! 0.71! 0.70! 0.70! 0.70! 0.70!
protein! 0.73! 0.72! 0.72! 0.7! 0.69! 0.67! 0.67!
calcium! 0.77! 0.72! 0.76! 0.72! 0.61! 0.63! 0.66!
! 40!
! ! Vulnerability!Index!
! ! 0_20! 20.1_50! 50.1_60! 60.1_70! 70.1_80! 80.1_90! 90.1_100!
iron! 0.81! 0.81! 0.79! 0.82! 0.67! 0.78! 0.8!
Number!of!
cell!phones!
calorie! 1.41! 1.34! 1.41! 1.48! 1.51! 1.55! 1.67!
protein! 1.52! 1.34! 1.38! 1.42! 1.46! 1.43! 1.53!
calcium! 1.18! 1.19! 1.31! 1.43! 1.49! 1.64! 1.69!




calorie! 86.16! 78.22! 76.42! 74.12! 74.23! 78.02! 74.18!
protein! 89.70! 81.55! 79.73! 77.71! 76.42! 74.82! 75.93!
calcium! 82.50! 81.56! 76.61! 77.34! 75.81! 78.25! 78.60!




calorie! 562! 571! 565! 561! 551! 551! 541!
protein! 567! 569! 573! 568! 556! 554! 544!
calcium! 559! 562! 564! 553! 551! 547! 541!
iron! 568.17! 564.93! 603.30! 590.20! 598.85! 618.71! 634.18!
Number!of!
clinics!
calorie! 1454! 1430! 1412! 1388! 1361! 1375! 1325!
protein! 1386.726! 1403.234! 1416.9250! 1402.7190! 1386.162! 1373.954! 1356.177!
calcium! 445.36! 351.77! 300.83! 278.42! 292.33! 296.59! 271.72!
iron! 1464.8! 1434.89! 1494.18! 1467.54! 1466.33! 1487.33! 1501.23!
Number!of!
markets!
calorie! 75! 76! 78! 78! 76! 77! 75!
protein! 85.55! 75.05! 64.03! 59.20! 50.44! 48.01! 45.47!
calcium! 79.83! 76.65! 55.07! 46.62! 49.22! 50.94! 45.64!
iron! 76.50! 76.59! 83.91! 83.96! 84.00! 89.69! 96.08!
Rural!versus!
urban!area!
calorie! 0.49! 0.45! 0.47! 0.47! 0.51! 0.51! 0.53!
protein! 0.48! 0.49! 0.49! 0.47! 0.45! 0.45! 0.47!
calcium! 0.60! 0.55! 0.47! 0.47! 0.46! 0.50! 0.48!




calorie! 0.76! 0.79! 0.79! 0.76! 0.75! 0.74! 0.72!
protein! 0.66! 0.73! 0.75! 0.77! 0.77! 0.79! 0.78!
calcium! 0.67! 0.72! 0.76! 0.77! 0.79! 0.74! 0.77!



























Age!(years)! Energy!(Kcal)! Protein!(g)! Calcium!(mg)! Iron!(mg)!
Male! ! ! ! !
19!T!29! 2,725! 62! 1100! 13!
30!–!49! 2,625! 65! 1000! 13!
50!–!64! 2,325! 65! 1000! 13!
65!–!80! 1,900! 62! 1000! 13!
>80! 1,525! 62! 1000! 13!
Female! ! ! ! !
19!T!29! 2,250! 56! 1100! 26!
30!–!49! 2,150! 57! 1000! 26!
50!–!64! 1,900! 57! 1000! 12!
65!–!80! 1,550! 56! 1000! 12!
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This! study! aims! to! examine! the! price! transmission! behavior! of! the! international!markets,!
represented!by!Thailand!and!Vietnam,! toward! the!domestic! Indonesian!market.!We!use!a!
vector!error!correction!model!(VECM)!and!threshold!vector!error!correction!model!(TVECM)!
to! observe! symmetric! and! asymmetric! as! well! as! threshold! effects! of! the! shortTrun!
adjustment!process.!The!results!suggest!that!there!are!asymmetric!behaviors!for!both!sets!of!
paired! countries! (Indonesia–Thailand! and! Indonesia–Vietnam)! as! shown! by! significant!
differences!in!adjustments!in!the!case!of!squeezed!and!stretched!margins.!For!the!threshold!
model,! only! Indonesia–Thailand’s! error! correction! term! showed! a! different! speed! of!
adjustment!when!the!deviation!from!the!longTrun!equilibrium!exceeded!the!threshold!value!
of!9.3%.!In!conclusion,!both!symmetric!and!asymmetric!models!confirmed!that!the!domestic!



































suppliers.!To!achieve!price! stabilization! in! the!domestic!economy,! the!government!has!an!
instituted!an! import!policy! since! the!1990s!with!several!breaks! (import!bans)! in!2004!and!
2008.! Bilateral! trade! between! Indonesia! and! Thailand,! one! of! the! largest! rice! exporting!
countries,! has!been!established.!More! recently,! Indonesia! also! imports!medium! rice! from!


















rice! prices! in! developing! countries! were! affected! by! the! movement! of! prices! in! the!
international!market!(Ceballos,!2017;!Malian!et!al.,!2016;!Minot,!2014).!Thus,!this!condition!
potentially! creates! shocks! that! are! harmful! for! price! stabilization! of! rice! in! the! domestic!
market;!in!the!case!of!Indonesia,!the!increase!in!rice!price!affects!inflation!and!the!poverty!
rate.!Second,!as!mentioned!earlier,!the!rising!rice!price!is!the!driving!force!behind!the!high!
inflation! and! poverty! rates! (McCulloch,! 2008;! Widiarsih,! 2013).! Since! rice! is! the! most!
important!commodity!in!the!Indonesian!food!basket,!a!spike!in!rice!prices!has!an!inflationary!
impact.!McCulloch!(2008)!found!that!only!around!25%!of!all!farmers!plant!rice!while!most!are!
net! consumers! of! rice;! consequently,! they! are! vulnerable! to! the! increase! in! rice! prices.!
Expenditures!for!purchasing!rice!for!the!poor!are!almost!30%!of!their!total!income.!Further,!
the!weighted!average!of! rice!consumption! in!determining! the!poverty! line! is!around!26%.!









are! corrected! if! they! deviate! from! the! longTrun! equilibrium.! Previous! studies! in! price!
transmission!of!agricultural!markets!generally!assume!the!symmetry!adjustment!of!the!error!
in!the!longTrun!equilibrium!that!happens!instantaneously!and!continuously!in!the!short!run!
(Bakucs! and! Fertõ,! 2005;! Minot,! 2010;! Rapsomanikis! et! al.,! 2006).! However,! certain!
characteristics! attributed! to! the! agricultural! markets! (e.g.,! market! concentration! and!
government!intervention)!lead!to!an!asymmetric!price!response,!which!requires!a!different!
adjustment!speed!in!the!local!market!when!there!is!an!increase!or!a!decrease!in!price!in!the!
reference!market.! Tifaoui! and! von! CramonTTaubadel! (2017)! argued! that! the! adjustments!
from!the!equilibrium!are!asymmetric! in!nature,!and!described!that!the!situations! in!which!
prices! are! linked! by! a! longTrun! equilibrium! relationship! react! differently! depending! on!
whether!they!are!pushed!too!close!together!or!pulled!too!far!apart!relative!to!the!equilibrium.!
In! other! words,! there! exist! different! reactions! for! different! shocks,! depending! on! the!
magnitude!and!direction!of!the!error.!Particularly,!the!asymmetry!in!spatial!markets!is!mainly!
because! of! market! imperfection,! and! government! intervention! may! slow! the! rate! of!
transmission!among!markets!(Abdulai,!2000;!Rapsomanikis,!2006;!Roberts!et.!al.,!1994).!
!
Further,! empirical! evidence! highlights! that! price! asymmetry! arising! from! transaction! cost!
potentially! inhibits! the!continuous!mechanism!of!price!adjustment,!as!argued!by!previous!




















also! receives! extensive! attention.! Among! many! others,! Baquedano! and! Liefert! (2014),!
Ceballos! et! al.! (2017),! and!Minot! (2011)! applied! VECM! to! examine! the! degree! of!market!














Indonesia! is! the! third! largest! producer! as!well! as! consumer! of! rice! after! China! and! India!
(Jamora,! 2014).! Rice! is! the! single! commodity! that! is! significantly! important! due! to! the!
socioeconomic,!cultural,!and!political!reasons!involved!in!rice!trade.!Figure!3.1!illustrates!the!
national!supply!balance!of!rice!in!2010!and!2017.!Based!on!the!figure,!rice!production!and!
consumption! appears! to! have! increased! gradually! over! the! entire! period.! The! increase! in!






























Thailand! and!Vietnam! are! the! two! biggest! rice! exporters! in! international!markets! (Dawe,!
2002).! Most! ASEAN! countries! heavily! depend! on! them! to! fulfill! their! rice! import! needs;!
Indonesia! is!no!exception.!This!subTsection!describes!the!economic!conditions!and!policies!










Liberalization!of! its! agricultural! sector! has! led! Thailand! to!become!one!of! the! largest! rice!
exporting!countries!globally!since!1980.!Generally,!rice!policy!is!determined!not!only!based!
on!economic!interests,!but!also!politics.!In!the!early!period!of!intervention,!tax!became!the!
government! tool! to! gain! revenue! as! it!made! it! politically! feasible! for! the! government! to!
finance!its!industrialization.!In!the!following!years,!as!the!country!became!more!industrialized,!
pressures! from! the! farmers! led! to! a!more! producerToriented! policy.! In! the! period! before!
Thailand! became! a! part! of! the!General! Agreement! on! Tariffs! and! Trade,! the! government!
applied!a!price!support!policy!to!increase!farmers’!incomes!as!well!as!gain!political!support!




























other! supported! policies! that! have! been! implemented! over! decades! have! succeeded! in!
making!Vietnam!a!key!player!in!the!international!rice!market.!The!Vietnamese!government!
has!been!paying!great!attention!to!their!irrigation!systems;!hence,!the!irrigated!field!and!the!
harvested! rice! area! continued! to! increase! since! 1976! (Nelsen,! 2003).! Improvements! in!
irrigation!increase!the!yield,!which!guarantees!the!supply!of!rice!for!domestic!as!well!as!export!
purposes.!!
Moreover,! another! influential! policy! was! related! to! land! reforms.! Long! before! the!
liberalization! era,! the! Vietnamese! government! controlled! every! aspect! of! the! agricultural!
sector.!Land!was!owned!by!the!state,!which!determined!how!to!cultivate!the! land!and!for!



















price! data!were!obtained! from! the! Statistics! Indonesia! (BPS),!Ministry! of!Agriculture,! and!






Table! 3.1! describes! the! price! series! used! in! this! study.! As! indicated,! the! price! of! rice! in!








and!Q#S,! respectively,! and!are! assumed! to!have!a! longTrun!equilibrium! relationship!of! the!
form:!! Q#R = 2Q#S.!


















Engel!Granger’s! (1987)! test!aims!at!examining! the! long! run! relationship!between! two! I(1)!
variables.!The!author!proposed!a!twoTstep!procedure!to!coTintegration!analysis.!In!the!first!
step,!we!examined!the!long!run!relationship!by!regression!analysis.!This!process!yielded!the!












(1)! ΔQ#RΔQ#S = X*XB + Y*YB Q#D*R − 2Q#D*S − 2E + Z*[ \*[ZB[ \B[][^* ΔQ#D*RΔQ#D*S + 4*#4B# !
!
where!Q#R !is!the!rice!price!in!the!domestic!market;!Q#S!is!the!rice!price!in!the!world!market;!t!












If! this!assumption!of! linearity!held!for!the!above!models,! it!meant!that!all! the!parameters!
(Y, Z, \)!were!assumed!to!be!constant!during!the!study!period.!This!assumption!may!be!too!
restrictive!considering!that!the!dynamics!of!the!socioeconomic!conditions!over!varied!lengths!







as! a! special! (restricted)! case! (Meyer! and! CramonTTaubadel,! 2004;! Peltzman,! 2000;! Von!
CramonTTaubadel!and!Meyer,!2000).!!
!
Specifically,! the! researcher! favoring! asymmetric! price! transmissions! states! that! the!
adjustment!parameters!(Y)!may!change!in!the!long!run.!The!magnitude!of!Y,!representing!
the! behaviors! of! the! economic! agents,! will! change! depending! on! the! sign! of! the! error!
correction! term! (plus! or!minus).! Different! reactions! of!Y! are! obtained! when! the! price! is!
squeezed! (minus)!or! relaxed! (plus).! In!our!setting,!we!consider!whether! the!domestic! rice!
price!responds!more!rapidly!(or!more!slowly)!to!the!increase!in!the!international!price!than!it!
does! when! there! is! a! decrease.! When! the! international! price! increases! (decreases),! the!
margin! is! squeezed! (stretched)! and! the! economic! agents! would! react! to! these! price!





Taubadel! (1998)! in!modifying!the!adjustment!component! (ECT)! in!a!VECM!as!proposed!by!
Granger!and!Lee!(1989).!This!modification!involves!segmenting!the!error!correction!term!into!
positive! and! negative! components:! ITU) = max(0, ITU)! and! ITUD = min(0, ITU).!
Accordingly,!we!estimated!the!following!equation:!
!
(3)!Δp#R = f + Y)ITU#D*) + YDITU#D*D + Z[ΔQ#D[R + \[_[D*][^* ΔQ#D[S + 4#!!
!









market.!Hansen!and!Seo!(2002)!defined!the!twoTregime!threshold!models!as!follows:!Δi# = j*k 0#D* 2 + @#/////l./m#D* 2 ≤ n,jBk 0#D* 2 + @#/////l./m#D* 2 > n///!
where!0#is!an!I(1)!time!series!cointegrated!with!one!cointegrating!vector!(2);!m#(2)!denotes!
the!I(0)!error!correction!term;!and!n!is!the!threshold!parameter.!Alternatively,!the!expression!
above!can!be!written!as:!Δi# = j#k0#D* 2 p*# 2, n + jBk 0#D* 2 pB# 2, n + @#!
where:! p*# 2, n = 1(m#D*(2) ≤ n!p*# 2, n = 1(m#D*(2) > n!
!
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The! threshold! effect! has! content! only! if! 0 < % m#D* ≤ n < 1;! otherwise,! the! model!
simplifies!to!linear!cointegration.!!
!
Hansen! and! Seo! (2002)! implemented! the! maximum! likelihood! estimation! (MLE)! of! the!
threshold!model!involving!a!joint!grid!search!over!the!threshold!and!the!cointegrating!vector.!




(4a)!!/ΔQ#R = f* + Y* ITU#D* + Z[*ΔQ#D[R + \[*_[D*][^* ΔQ#D[S + 4#*//if/ITU#D* ≤ /n!
Regime!2:!



































Table! 3.4! shows! the! longTrun! and! shortTrun! relationships! between! the! domestic! and! the!
international!market!(Thailand!for!model!1!and!Vietnam!for!model!2).!Lag!3!and!2!are!chosen!
by!the!AIC!and!BIC!for!models!one!and!two,!respectively.!Related!to!the!longTrun!relationships!
represented! in! Table! 3.4a,! the! Vietnam! price! significantly! affected! the!movement! of! the!
domestic!price!with!a!relatively!high!magnitude.!The!movement!between!these!two!prices!









also! from!Vietnam.! This! is! surprising! because!Vietnam! is! also! a! big! rice! exporter! and! the!
amount! of! rice! exported! to! Indonesia! is! relatively! small.! Altogether,! the! correction! was!
around!5%!in!every!period;!thus,!it!would!take!a!very!long!period!to!restore!the!equilibrium!
between! the! prices.! This! implies! that! the! coTintegration! between! the! domestic! and!
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international!market!(for!both!markets)!was!weak.!In!other!words,!the!movement!of!domestic!
















Table! 3.5! presents! the! estimation! results! of! asymmetric! models! (equation! 3).! For! both!











a! 1%! significance! level.! These! results! indicate! that! the! economic! agents! tend! to! react! to!
negative! deviations! than! to! positive! ones.! In! other! words,! when! the!margin! is! squeezed!
(negative! deviations),! the! response! of! the! economic! agents! to! return! to! the! equilibrium!
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position! is! faster! than! when! the! margin! is! stretched! (positive! deviations).! The! squeezed!










the!case!of!pair!one! (Indonesia–Thailand)!and! the!opposite!applies! for! the! second!pair!of!
countries! (Indonesia–Vietnam).! Hence,! we! rejected! the! null! hypothesis! of! linear! coT






reject! the! null! hypothesis! of! linear! transmission! for! pair! two! (Indonesia–Vietnam).! We!
focused!only!on!the!column!for!Indonesia–Thailand!as!its!direction!has!been!determined,!and!








Observing! the! adjustment! parameters! in! both! regimes,! the! threshold! model! shows! no!
significant! adjustment! to! the!deviations! from! the! longTrun!equilibrium! in! regime!1.! These!
results! confirm! the! threshold!model,! according! to!which! transaction!costs! retard! longTrun!
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price!adjustments!between!the! two!markets.!Only!when!the!deviations! from!the! longTrun!
equilibrium!exceed! the!critical! threshold!value,! that! is! regime!2,!adjustment!would!occur.!
Regime!1!contained!58%!of!the!observations!where!no!adjustment!occurs,!and!the!remaining!













fill! the! gap! between! the! amount! of! rice! it! produces! and! its! consumption! needs.! The!
international! rice! market! is! concentrated! in! a! few! large! exporting! countries.! Recently,!
Thailand!and!Vietnam!have!become!the!key!players!for!the!rice!type!25%!broken,!which!is!
needed! to! implement! a! domestic! stabilization! policy.! Since! the! export! price! is! not! solely!
dependent! on! the! supply! and! demand! in! the! marketplace,! the! economic! and! political!
background! of! the! exporting! countries! should! be! considered! triggers! of! export! price!





















McCulloch!and!Timmer! (2008)! revealed! that! the!world! rice!market! is! relatively! stable!and!
competitive!(Chen!and!Saghaian,!2016).!In!addition,!the!result!of!this!study!confirms!the!low!
price! transmitted! from! the! world! to! the! domestic! economy,! thereby! reaffirming! that!
Indonesia! can! rely! on! the! world! market! as! its! rice! supplier.! Moreover,! with! the!
implementation!of!Thailand’s!price!pledge!program,!which!increases!the!export!price!of!Thai!





The! results!of! asymmetric!price! transmission! can!be! found!by! splitting! the!ECT!as!well! as!
observing!the!threshold!effect.!It!is!stated!that!the!squeezed!margin!is!adjusted!faster!than!
the!stretched!margin.!In!a!more!general!case,!this!can!be!rationalized!as!follows:!sellers!tend!
















Many! studies! have! highlighted! the! importance! of! studying! market! integration! and! price!
transmission!from!the!international!to!the!domestic!market!due!to!its!effect!on!the!domestic!
economy.! Numerous! studies! have! also! explored! this! relationship! in! the! context! of! the!
Indonesian!rice!market;!however,!their!results!are!inconclusive.!!
!
This! study! aims! to! examine! the! price! transmission! behavior! of! the! international!markets,!
represented!by!Thailand!and!Vietnam,!to!the!domestic!market,!in!this!case,!Indonesia.!Weekly!
data!from!2010!to!2017!are!employed!in!this!study.!We!utilized!VECM!and!TVECM!to!observe!




























Price!Series! Mean! Standard!Deviation! Minimum! Maximum!
Indonesia1! 9,481.49! 1,341.945! 6,565.273! 12,048.4!
Thailand2! 5,074.592! 457.517! 3,862.972! 6,007.642!





































































r! Indonesia!_!Thailand! Indonesia!_!Vietnam!Eigenvalue! Test!Statistics! p_value! Eigenvalue! Test!Statistics! p_value!
0! 0.032842! 20.965! 0.0382! 0.043187! 25.450! 0.0075!










Estimate! SE! Estimate! SE!
Long!Run! ! ! ! !2E! 6.7759! 5.5735! 0.9301! 1.6097!2*! 0.3013! 0.6582! 0.9731***! 0.1897!
!
Short!Run! !

















Estimate! SE! Estimate! SE!Z*! −0.4831***! 0.0488! −0.4086***! 0.0449!ZB! −0.1720***! 0.0488! T! T!\*! 0.0202! 0.0370! 0.0075! 0.0286!\B! 0.0064! 0.0368! T! T!Y)! 0.0007! 0.0082! −0.0025! 0.0114!YD! −0.0190***! 0.0064! −0.0304***! 0.0092!
!
!!!!!Test!of!Linear!Restriction!!
! F!statistic! 3.559! F!statistic! 3.584!







































Estimate! SE! Estimate! SE!
Regime!1! ! ! ! !Z*! −0.8978***! 1.3eT27! 0.0006! 0.9955!ZB! 0.8557***! 3eT06! T0.0701! 0.7844!\*! T0.0075! 0.8559! 0.0004! 0.9945!\B! 0.0111! 0.7894! 0.1999***! 0.0008!Y! 0.0048! 0.4602! 0.0140! 0.1287!




T! Regime!1! 58.4%! !
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economic! and! development! targets!with! its! abundant! labor! force.! At! the! same! time,! the!
problem!of!food!security!is!an!impediment!threatening!the!country’s!economic!performance.!





The! first! segment! dealt! with! the! assessment! of! undernutrition! vulnerability,! where! we!
highlighted! the! importance! of! assessing! the! probability! of! being! nutrient! deficient! in! the!




Java,! Indonesia.! By! exploiting! the! households’! socioeconomic! characteristics! and! district!
specific!information,!this!study!found!that!half!of!the!sampled!population!were!vulnerable!to!









role! in!combating!underTconsumption!of! food!as!well!as! in! the!asset!coping!capacity! (i.e.,!
motorcycle!ownership!and!cement!floor!area!in!the!households).!In!terms!of!districtTspecific!










In!addition,! some!of! the! limitations!of! this! study!provide!room!for! improvement! in! future!
research.!We!were!unable!to!capture!the!distribution!of!food!within!a!household,!which!could!
yield!other! important! findings!related!to!the!dual!burden!of!malnutrition! in!this!region.! In!
addition,!we!also!failed!to!capture!food!consumed!away!from!home,!which!potentially!could!





be! translated! as! rice! security.! Hence,! the! second! segment! aimed! at! examining! the!
transmission!of!the!international!rice!price!(taking!the!rice!price!of!Thailand!and!Vietnam!as!
the! reference!price)!movements! to! the!domestic! price.!As! a! largeTrice! importing! country,!
Indonesia!is!prone!to!shocks!from!the!international!market,!given!the!thin!feature!of!the!world!
rice!market.!Thus,!employing!weekly!data!from!2010!to!2017!and!the!VECM!and!TVECM,!we!




The! findings! revealed! that! there!was! low!price! transmission! from!the! international! to! the!
domestic!rice!market,!with!asymmetric!adjustment!of!error.!We!found!the!threshold!effect!






because! the! costly! government! intervention! results! in! an! immediate! pseudoTtranquil!
condition!but!can!potentially!be!the!cause!of!the!misallocation!of!economic!resources!in!the!
long!term.!In!the!case!of!asymmetry,!whereby!the!domestic!price!is!more!responsive!to!an!










































Geographically!Weighted! Poisson! Regression.! Jurnal% Sains% dan% Seni% ITS,!1(1),! D290T
D295.!
!
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